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Alganon is an Fantasy based, Role Playing MMO Game featuring a rich history dominated by
commanding deities.

„ Alganon is a Free To Play fantasy-based MMORPG that allows thousands of people to play
together in a virtual world that features a rich history dominated by commanding deities,
powerful weapons and armor, deadly magic, epic quests, ancient places to discover, cities and
lands to conquer, the utilization of detailed tradeskills, and more.

The world of Alganon has a rich multi-cultural background and history that spans thousands of
years. Grand cities, dark ruins deep in the most dangerous parts of the world - it all ties together
in some fashion, and all of it has a purpose, a history, or a legend. Some of this history is been
documented in the library, but much of it must be discovered.
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Each faction has a full array of quests and adventures to advance characters through the levels
in a fun and logical progression. Players can adventure alone or group with friends and allies.
By the time your character reaches level 50, you'll have seen much of the world and understand
the rich mythology and lore in the world of Alganon.

Alganon has a fully immersive world PvP system at its roots. The Kujix and the Asharr are
locked in a constant struggle for world domination. Throughout the world are scattered a system
of defenses, namely Towers and Keeps, which when controlled by one faction provide benefits
to all the faction's players in the zone. Once a single faction controls all the Keeps in the world
they may attack the opposing capitol city, and attempt to kill the leader for epic rewards.
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The PvP system is complete with player controlled Siege Weaponry, and offensive and
defensive items such as Satchel Charges and Boiling Oil to allow robust attack and defense of
world control structures. PvP Studies are available to improve a character in these areas and
even provide benefits to friendly Towers and Keeps. Every player can have a direct impact on
the status of world control. „
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